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We join international efforts to share inclusive and respectful pedagogies, helping us to learn both
about and from the Holocaust (Cowan andHenry, 2017). Holocaust survivors texts and testimonies
provide us with historical primary sources and with inspiration for resilience. Some survivors have
followed this credo: we bear witness and the weight of memory, whether we like it or not (Bigsby,
2006).

Primo Levi’s final book, “The Drowned and the Saved,” elaborates memory of Auschwitz (Levi,
1989); a recent biography elaborates Levi’s life (Thomson, 2002). “Drowned” is a book-end to Levi’s
first testimonial, “Survival in Auschwitz,” first published in 1947 (Levi, 1986). “Survival” offers
primarily testimony; “Drowned” includes more reflection and judgement (Druker, 1994). Levi’s
memory and reflection describes and indicts criminal injustices with deep memories of Auschwitz;
Anguished memory remains, “Nothing makes you free” (Bukiet, 2002). We are indebted to the
pained testimonies of survivors, including Levi.

The author worked for 11 months in Auschwitz III, a Nazi labor camp adjacent to the infamous
death camp. Levi was an Italian chemist who synthesized rubber (Bigsby, 2006). Levi’s survival
strategies (he was one of ‘the Saved”) are interspersed with the horrors of the less fortunate who
“Drowned.” After his liberation in 1945, he spent almost a year getting home and then wrote his
first book; it was rejected by six publishers before being published in 1947. “Survival” was only
popular after being translated into English in 1958 and republished (Bigsby, 2006).

Levi became a writer-witness against perpetrators. In “Drowned,” he reminds us that the Nazi
officials tried to cover up their crimes when their loss in war seemed certain (Levi, 1989). As
educators, we remember to share information that many fought and died to preserve, a chain of
Holocaust memory, which Nazi perpetrators disguised and intended to remain hidden.

Levi preserves memories to witness the offenses committed by the Nazi totalitarian state
through propaganda, terror, and “barriers. . . against pluralism of information” (Levi, 1989).
The “processing” and treatment of people-turned-prisoners was cruel, unusual, intentional, and
degrading. Violent rituals committed by armed and enraged functionaries were followed by
stripping and beatings, shaving and redressing in rags. Hunger and thirst were familiar enemies.
Educators and learners may be put off by horrific details, but cruel and harsh conditions may not
be ignored altogether.

Should educators shield learners from this real and revolting violence? Levi himself raises the
less violent alternative of Anne Frank, whose diary provides moments of hope for humanity, an
early post-war example of empowered resilience, and the basis for transformative popular theatrical
productions and Holocaust consciousness (Brenner, 1997; Prose, 2009). Levi’s “The Truce” was also
theatrically produced, by CBC as a Canadian Radio play (Bigsby, 2006). We remember through
many forms of media and varieties of human experiences.
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In “Drowned,” Levi elaborates “gray zones,” ambiguities of
interpretation that remain after we simplify history, uncertainties
about the meanings of traumatized memories (Levi, 1989).
Levi reflects on feelings that were misunderstood as shame or
communication-impaired silence after liberation. He reminds
us that some survivors had experiences of or survived by
assuming privileges. While Nazis were responsible for inhumane
conditions, some prisoners chose or needed to become self-
interested to a fault; the tension between survivor-cooperation
and self-interest is a point where Levi and Wiesel publically
disagreed (Bigsby, 2006).

How can educators describe or represent mistreatment during
the Holocaust? Levi writes that “twelve Hitlerian years. . .were
characterized by widespread useless violence” for the purposes
of inflicting pain (Levi, 1989). Persecution was intended and
directed. Perpetrators were “rationally” mean, putting unjust
law and violence to use for social control, applying military
aggression and terror. Life in camps started with a departure: a
sealed cattle car becomes a prison-on-wheels, conveying “human
material” to distant locations, followed by plunder and cruelty,
leading toward sites of mass murder.

As a scientist, Levi had the “benefit” of wartime work, forced
labor rather than “extermination,” and a number (174,517, a
permanent tattoo).While dehumanizing, numerical classification
protected many workers against death-by-incineration. Still,
his culture and education had disadvantages; “intellectuals”
were subject to harm and special antisemitic degradations.
In Auschwitz and beyond, faith and ritual were difficult and
materially challenged during the Holocaust; books and reading
were often prohibited (Levi, 1989).

In “Drowned,” Levi distinguishes people who speak up
from those who remain silent. Survivors who speak up in
the (including Levi) are asked why they did not rebel, avoid
capture, or escape (Levi, 1989). Levi writes that this assumes
escape is a moral obligation and that a prisoner’s condition
is somehow illegitimate in the context of our presumably free
world. But “Holocaust camp” prisoners were routinely harmed,
overworked, starved, cut off, and degraded. Prisoners were often
foreigners with limited communication capacities, subject to
horrid conditions without clean or sufficient clothing, and under

careful surveillance, forced to speak his number at roll call, often
at penalty of death. In Nazi-controlled conditions, any allies also
risked severe punishment. Multiple authors testify that attempts
to escape were desperate and doomed (Lengyel, 1995).

Levi’s work reminds us that retrospective interpretations
can be based on stereotypes (Levi, 1989). Severe oppression
was designed to weaken, demoralize, and prevent the potential
for conflict; even pregnant women were brutally harmed in
Auschwitz (Lengyel, 1995). To resist or rebel was often to
choose death, creating one of many impossible, “choiceless
choices.” Subjecting survivors to interrogation or alternative
scenarios in hindsight is to blame a victim for the crimes of the
Nazis.

This raises an important lesson: innocent victims of any crime
are not obligated to explain their own motives or behaviors, nor
themotives driving perpetrators of crime. Crime is immoral. This
lesson should become clearer to modern audiences; there need
be no shame in being subject to racism, sexism, or any form of
oppression. Survivors of crime, like Levi and others, may testify
in a “court of public education,” but testimonial memories need
not be subject to hostile cross-examinations that subject victims
to false accusations.
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